REMOTE SUPPORT SOLUTIONS FOR AERIAL WORK PLATFORMS
MAKE CONFIGURATIONS FROM ANYWHERE!

The specially developed software ‘MOBA Configuration Tool’ allows a connection between a computer and the automation system for construction machines. By this means, settings and parameters can easily be accessed and adjusted. The decisive advantage is that this End Of Line tool provides remote access to system configurations. It thus time-efficiently facilitates the setup of a system on a machine, the setting of system parameters and the access to logged data and statistics. Its use for testing and parameter tuning purposes is particularly beneficial for OEMs who develop, produce and support construction machines.

SYSTEM BENEFITS

» Remote access to system configurations from anywhere
» Connection Protocol 10 Times faster
» Time-efficient setup of a system on a machine
» Remote testing and parameter tuning

For configurations, there is usually only one option. A notebook with a respective software needs to be directly connected to the system on-site.

MOBA, however, developed a solution that facilitates a remote access to the system. Configurations thus can easily and time-efficiently be made from the service office.

The only thing necessary is a MOBA CLOUD Gateway WiFi that is connected to the system and a tablet or smartphone on-site.

Via the connection to the MOBA Cloud, one can remotely access the system and make configurations with the software.
LITTLE EFFORT, BIG TIME SAVINGS

WHO CAN USE THE MOBA CONFIGURATION TOOL?
» Machine developers for development, debugging and parameter tuning purposes
» Machine manufacturers for testing and preset loading purposes
» After market support teams for debugging and parameter tuning purposes

WHY USE THE MOBA CONFIGURATION TOOL?
» The software facilitates system configurations by making it easier and saving considerable time.
» It is not any longer necessary to use development tools like CODESYS for configurations.
» The MOBA configuration tool offers a great variety of possibilities to directly adjust settings.
» 5 Access Levels are available to better manage different users authorizations

THE NEW WORKING PROCESS

THE USUAL DEVELOPER WAY

VIA MOBA DEVICE CONFIGURATION TOOL
The **MOBA GROUP** is a leading global player in the world of mobile automation. Close collaborations between the headquarter in Limburg and subsidiaries all over Europe, Asia, North and South America create new perspectives for recent and future developments.

Superior technical know-how and more than 40 years of experience combined with an international dealer network guarantee a premium support – worldwide. **INSPIRING MOBILE AUTOMATION** - this is what the **MOBA GROUP** stands for since more than 40 years.
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**MOBA GERMANY**
65555 Limburg / Germany
Phone: + 49 6431 9577-0
E-mail: sales@mobade

**MOBA USA**
Fayetteville GA 30214 / USA
Phone: +1 678 817 9646
E-mail: mobocorp@mobade

**MOBA CHINA**
116600 Dalian / China
Phone: +86 411 39269311
E-mail: yumi@mobade

**MOBA ITALY**
37069 Villafranca die Verona / Italy
Phone: + 39 045 630 0761
E-mail: salesitaly@mobade

**MOBA FRANCE**
77164 Ferrières en Brissel / France
Phone: +33 (0) 1 64 26 61 90
E-mail: info@mobafrance.com

**MOBA BRASIL**
Belo Horizonte - MG / Brasil
Phone: +55 31 7513 4959
E-mail: mobodobrasil@mobade

**MOBAS' FINLAND**
33960 Pirkanma / Finland
Phone: +358 (0) 3 357 26 00
E-mail: sales@novatron.fi

**MOBA SWEDEN**
861 36 Timrå / Sweden
Phone: +46 (0) 73-3750097
E-mail: pwallgren@mobade.de

**MOBA TECMASERMT**
08700 Barcelona / Spain
Phone: +34 93 804 24 85
E-mail: nomad-tecmaserm@mobade.de

**MOBA INDIA**
Gujarat - 382044 / India
Phone: +91 989 855 6608
E-mail: sdeoak@mobade.de

**MOBA DENMARK**
5250 Odense / Denmark
Phone: +45 70 26 96 91
E-mail: jllindskov@mobade.de
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